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JOURNAL FOR AFRICA OVERVIEW 

Journal for Africa is an emerging magazine with a thrust on nature and travel. It features stories and 

pictures about Africa shared by those who passionately love the continent. In addition, it showcases 

pictures of the great African continent and testimonials shared by travelers and nature lovers across the 

globe who come to Africa to feel its natural connection. Now we have a magazine that reflects the beauty 

of nature and traveling. To be truthful, it is not just a magazine, it is a JOURNAL of captured moments and 

experiences by nature lovers. 

EDITORIAL MISSION 

The Journal for Africa magazine — is designed to appeal to an audience that’s thrilled by nature and travel 

and are constantly in search of excellence places to visit, and activities to engage in. It is also on a mission 

to catch people's interest and seizing attention by providing a natural stimulation in nature and 

travelling, offering simple yet exciting stories about nature, travel and tourism. Thus, widening in claws 

to non-travelers. 

FEATURED CONTENT  

 featured content and topics include: 

 Breathtaking Images of animals, plants and beautiful landscapes. 

 Nature conservation news and stories. 

 Stories told by travelers and nature lovers about their visits to Africa. 

 Different tourism destination places. 

 Community development news and stories. 

LOOK AND FEEL 

The magazine is designed with an elegant look that has a touch of that wild daring theme. This makes the 

magazine more interesting and classic yet fitting in the modern world.  

DISTRIBUTION 

The magazine is an online magazine hosted and published on the Journal for Africa website. It is viewable 

online and is also distributed in PDF form via email marketing. Its reach is increased via social media 

marketing using Facebook Instagram and twitter (being marketed by Fresh from Zim page).  

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

The magazine is currently being distributed to Zimbabweans via social media marketing, however, the 

database is expected to grow throughout Africa and to travelers all over the world. 

OUR VALUES 

 Exceptional featured articles and material. 

 Quality distribution. 

 Growing a motivated audience. 

 Informative and relaxing. 
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